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We the People  An Open Letter to the New Prime Minister 
 
Good day to you.     An Open Letter the New Prime Minister  (spoken) 

Dear newly elected Prime Minister, in writing to you as our new PM I think it wise to offer you some sound 

advice. This is a democracy and in that, your government, must be for the people and to achieve this you should 

properly listen to us. We  are sick of political correctness so please stop taking notice of it and assign it to the 

political dust bin. We would like you to stop making major decisions without asking us, so stop spending money 

like $60 billion dollars on new submarines and much the same on the NBN until we can afford it and its properly 

planned. Anyway by the time it's spent the technology will have made both obsolete. Take that money and 

improve our living standards and while you are at it there are too many people coming to Australia which is 

horrendously expensive and unsustainable and its crushing our culture and environment. The refugee 

agreement put in place after WW2 should be rethought as that time has passed and now our country appears 

locked into unbridled immigration that does not always suit our environment, culture or economy.   

PM, we would like the two major political parties to stop fighting over what's best for us. It appears they don't 

know anyway and the current highly adversarial political point scoring is taking us backwards. Politicians owe us 

a great deal more than that or must we pay you more to get a better outcome.   

Prime Minister, we are living beyond our national means and yet the government keeps borrowing money to 

sustain its rampant spending. We don't want you to do that and instead, begin paying off the national debt. A 

good way to start would be to reduce the size of government  as the current level is excessive. There are too 

many public servants, government departments and QANGOs for our liking and the waste of our money is 

unforgivable. While we're on public spending, how about looking after our own people before you borrow more 

money to support  foreign countries, which is just foolish largesse. Borrowing money to give away makes no 

sense PM and the complex international agreements that drive this are slowly but surely taking away our 

sovereignty and are throttling our independence. We want charity to begin at home and reducing immigration 

numbers is a major part of that and to stabilise this country's population.  

Now Prime Minister there is a significant problem with the law and justice in Australia. It appears that justice is 

only for the wealthy and that the law is now so complex that the average person has no hope of understanding 

it. This means there is fertile ground for high powered parasitic lawyers to make a handsome living at our 

expense and we can't afford that kind of justice system. Speaking of justice, how about taking a look at the Gold 

Coast City Council because a lot of us think they're naughty and need a firm hand as they too spend like 

conflicted drunken sailors. Like the banking fraternity they rob us one way or the other. Many think the annual 

Australian honours list should recognise real Australians more often and not be used to advance politically 

correct choices.  Further, we don't want any more foreign ownership of our land as the cost of home ownership 

is too great as a result. Our environment is suffering everywhere and the Koala and Cassowary face extinction 

and no real action on climate change isn't helping.  Marriage equality isn't a national priority and many of us 

don't like the idea anyway and we don't trust the education system or this Gongski thing either.  Teach the kids 

to read and write and memorise their tables and introduce common sense back into schools.   

Now with older Australians, stop telling us we are a problem as we age. If you keep doing that we might chuck 

you out at the next election. We have a lot of wisdom to offer and don't need patronising. Many Australians 

fought for this country and we don't want to see our culture or this democracy compromised. One last thing new 

PM, get rid of section 18c of the Racial Discrimination act as this is robbing us of free speech yet we have a 

Constitution that doesn't even recognise free speech, so there's something you can fix quickly. In all Prime 

Minister you have a lot to do and so please get on with it and Advance Australia Fairly.                     

Until next time PM this is Kent Bayley   


